Math@Mac Online Mathematics Competition 2016 – Results

This year, we had a total of 1125 teams from 85 schools compete in our online mathematics competition held on Wednesday, November 30, 2016.

Teams were ranked based first on the number of correct answers, and then second on the total elapsed time between log in and answer submission.

Winning teams will receive $100 per team. We are very pleased to announce the following winners in three categories:

** Contest Winners **

** Grades 9-10:**

**1st Place:** Victor Rong, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON

**2nd Place:** Henry Tang, Daniel Jin, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON

**3rd Place:** Harry Zhao, Tony An, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON

** Grade 11:**

**1st Place:** Stevie Chow, Albert Campbell C. I.

**2nd Place:** Jessica Zhang, David Wang, Don Mills Collegiate Institute

**3rd Place:** Ezabel Zhou and Amelia Tu, Crofton House School

** Grade 12:**

**1st Place:** Kelvin Xu, Steven Lee, Westdale S.S., Hamilton, ON

**2nd Place:** Andy Medjedovic, Daniel Song, Westmount S.S., Hamilton, ON

**3rd Place:** Elnaz Hessami Pilehrood, Anita Hessami Pilehrood, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON
We would also like to recognize the following teams which achieved outstanding results:

**Honourable Mentions:**

Thinula De Silva, Frederick Ngo, Marc Garneau C.I.
Howard Halim, Edward Tian, University of Toronto Schools
Jacky Yao, Jeffrey Liu, Marc Garneau C.I.
Dasha Zaitseva, Amanda Morin, University of Toronto Schools
Matthew Chiang, Lawrence Pang, Marc Garneau C.I.
Judy Zhou, Jessica Zhao, Westdale, Hamilton, ON
Michael Farenzyuk, Vicente Marin-Marquez, Humberside C.I.
Amy Kim, Hermish Mehta, University of Toronto Schools
Kevin Lin, Ahmed Lone, Webber Academy
Andy Zou, Timothy Ting, Pierre Elliott Trudeau High School
Maaran Murugathas, Bret Hodgkinson, Crescent School
Brian Lee, Lukman Mohamed, Sir Allan MacNab S. S.
Shawn Fu, Jim Huang, Don Mills Collegiate Institute
Duanyang Wang (Eric), Ruihan Wei, Hillfield Strathallan College
Leo Cai, Yong Da Li, Marc Garneau C.I.
Roger Li, Andrew Li, Marc Garneau C.I.
Felix Yu, Patrick Su, Crescent School
Three Best International Teams:

Dimitar Bajraktarov, Atanas Krstev, Ivan Mastev, SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia

Marija Serafimovska, Zora Lazareva, Gorgi Krenkov, Darko Perovanovik, SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia

Dmitar Zvonimir Mitev, Elena Tomova, Krste Simeonov, SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia

Thank you to all those who participated in the competition!